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ABSTRACT ------

It is argued that introduction of the isobar degree of freedom
in describing pion-nucleus interactions provides a convenient, uni-
fied framework within which to discuss both many-body corrections to
the standard multiple scattering approach and the properties of the
A(1232) in nuclear matter. Important aspects of isobar-nucleus dy-
namics, namely, isobar-hole interactions and A self-energy modifica-
tions, are discussed in the context of pion elastic scattering and
incoherent pion production.

I. INTRODUCTION

Meson-nucleon interactions at low to intermediate energies are
dominated by resonances or, effectively, by the formation of short-
lived “particles” with well-define~ quantutinumbers. For example,
the pion-nucleon system exhibits resonances in all spin-isospin chan-
nels for invariant energies less than 2 GeV, while the K~p interac-
tion near threshold is controlled by the (subthreshold) A(1405)
resonance. Consequently, it is clear that any attempt to relate
meson-nucleus and meson-nucleon interactions implicitly contains the
isobar (i.e., in the energy variation of the elementary amplitudes),
and furthermore it might seem natural to introduce explicitly the
isobar degree of freedom in theoretical approaches to meson-nucleu~~
interactions. However, the second step certainly is not necessary,,
as Is evident from the fact that most treatments of pion-nucleus
scattering are based upon fixed-scatterer multiple scattering theory,
in which the isobar plays no explicit role. More precisely, since we
never directly observe the resonance in our detectors, we can in
principle project out these channels without altering the physics in
any way. i~evertheless,it will be argued here that introduction of
the isobar degree of freedom is very $onvenient in a many-body ap-
proach to the meson-nucleus problem, providing a unified framework
within which both kinematical corrections to the standard nmltiple
scattering approach and dynmical modifications of the elementary
amplitudes can be discussed. We shall confine our attention to pion-
nucleus interactions in the energy regime dominated by the A(1232)
resonance and will discuss some specific reactions involving the ~m-

portant aspects of isobar-nucleus dynamics, namely, A-hole interac-
tions and A self-energy interactions. A more detailed outline of the
paper follows.
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After a brief description of the free isobar propagator, we shall
present some simple examples in which the dynamics of isobar propaga-
tion can lead to significant quantitative effects in the description
of pion-nucleus scattering. First, the importance of nucleon recoil
as a kinematical correction to the fixed-scatterer formalism will be
emphasized, and then modifications due to the Pauli principle of the
A self-energy in nuclear matter (and therefore of the wllamplitude
in the medium) will be discussed. This is intended to motivate the
ensuing discussion, in which these physical considerations are in-
corporated into somewhat more sophisticated approaches to pion elas-
tic scattering and to the isobar propagator in nuclear matter. Spe-
cifically, we shall discuss a Tatnm-Dancoffapproach to n-160 elastic
scattering, in which the isobar-hole states are diaqonalized with the
result that only one collective A-hole (doorway) state dominates the
scattering in each pa=tial wave. This is encouraging for a unified
approach to several coherent reactions on the same nucleus. Finally,
we calculate the A self-energy in nuclear matter and show how this
enters directly in incoherent reactions suchas totalphotoabsorption.

The discussions will, of necessity, be brief and unfortunately
much work in the field cannot be presented. A number of relevant
“referencescan be found in the proceedings of this conference and in
the recent review article of Brown and Weise.1

II. THE FREE ISOBAR PROPAGATOR

Before discussing the properties of the isobar in nuclei, it is
useful to start with a dynamical model for the free A. Our approach
is to introduce an elementary or bare isobar, with bare mass M&,
coupled to the ITNchannel with a vertex function v(k), as depicted
below. The assumption is that, since the mN channel is the only open

&
-k (~)

W&+&r(k)
(“m)

channel in the energy region of interest, the important physics will
be included if we explicitly handle only this channel. Then, the
“dressed” A-propagator is given simply in terms of the INN“bubble”
eelf-energy:

where s is the invariant energy squared and where a Blankmbecler-
Sugar prescription for the propagator has been assumed2 in writing
Eq. (l). Our task now is to choose the available parameters so that



the observed A-propagator is reproduced.3 This is easily done by
noting that TN elastic scattering in the 3-3 channel proceeds through
the A-propagator:

For example, a Yukawa form factor v(k) = g/(cz2+ k2) with the param-
eters g = 3.14 M~ , a = 1.8 fr”-l,and MA = 6.83 fm-lyields an ex-
tremely accurate representation of the 3-3 phase shift. The impor-
tant point is that Eq. (1) leads to an explicit form for the real
and imaginary parts of the A self-energy; we shall return to this
point later.

III. SOME SIMPLE EXAMYLES

A. Kinematicalcorrections: the effect of nucleon recoil.
In the conventional multiple scattering approach to pion scatter-

ing, the nucleon coordinates are “frozen” at fixed positions during
the scattering process, thereby eliminating propagation of the iso-
bar. ?lowever,precisely because the two-body interaction is resonant,
the interaction time is long and we can expect the resonating ?TNsys-
tem (i.e., the isobar) to propagate, on the average, about 2/3 fm.
This is not negligible compared to internucleon separations and, in “
fact, simple exercises demonstrate the importance of this effect.

First consider pion-deuteron elastic scattering in the single-
scattering approximation. The amplitude is given by

where & is the spectator nucleon momentum, ~ and %’ are relative mo-
menta at the TNA vertices~ $d is the deuteron wavefunction, and”
A(crq)is the isobar propagator evaluated at the invariant sub-energy

(3)
.

The details can be found in the paper of Woloshyn, Moniz, and Aaron,2
but we wish to emphasize here only the fact that the momentum depend-
ence in Uq corresponds to spatial propagation of the A. In the fixed
nucleon approximation, u

?
would be fixed at some average value, and

the result is shown in F gure 1: at large momentum transfers (i.e.,
back angles), the approximation is rather poor. In Reference 2, it
is seen that this remains true when the full three-body problem is



solved and indeed that the multiple scattering series converges much
more rapidly when the Isobar kinematics is correctly accounted for.
In the language of the optical potential, the factorization approxi-
mation ia net adequate for precise quantitative predictions.

Another simple example of the importance of properly treating
isobar propagation is provided by studying pion propagation in in-
finite nuclear matter. The wave equaticn is just

@(pJ !’(p)=[p2-k2- T(P;h)]i+p) = o (4)

where k is the on-shell pion momentum (fixed by the energy), p is the
(complex)wavenumber in the medium, ant!n is the pion self-energy or
optical potential. &y nonlocality will be reflected by a p-depend-
ence in n and will result in multiple solutions Pi of Eq. (4). There-
fore, we can write a multiple eigenmode representation of the Green’s
function4

Gc~)= ~i$i+’
(5)

with gi the residues (Zigi= 1), and expect a strong mfxlng between
the eigenmodeswheneverthe pion mean free path becomes comparable to
the nonlocality.4 For example, isobar propagation corresponds to a
nonlocality in the pion coordinate and, following the paper by Lenz,s
we can study this by writing6

(6)

fiis corresponds to the.lowest order optical potential being gener-
ated by resonant scattering, and the isobar kinetic energy term in

. the Breit-Wignerdenominator to isobar propagation. Inserting this
Into Eq. (4), it is clear that two eigenmodes emerge, which, in the
low density limit, can be readily identified as “pion” and “A-hole”
modes. At resonance, the solutions are

(7)

where ~ and LA are the pion mean free path and the isobar propaga-
tion distance~ respectively clearly- when ~m ~ fiA(i-e-, P + 0,
the conventional pion mode dominates, whereas when 2A and Rn are
comparable, the eigenmodea are mixed. The net effect of all this is
that, at large densities, the pion is much less damped in the medium
when the b-hole channel is offered as a meane of propagation.

It should be clear from these examples that isobar propagation
is an important ingredient in the description of pion-nucleus inter-
actions. We repeat that this could be incorporated without explicit
introduction of the A but that recoil is most easily conceptualized
in terms of isobar propagation.
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Figure 1. Impulse approximation for ~d scattering: daehed
and solid curves are without and with isobar
propagation, respectively. Curves taken from
Reference 2.
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Figure 2. Imaginary part of the fomward on-shell ~N amplitude
in the Fermi sea, as a function of the pion momentum
k. Dot-dash, dashed, and solid curves are the free
space, Fermi averaged, and full results, respectively.
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B. Dynamical modification of the A-propagator: effect of the Pauli
principle.
In considering propagation of the isobar in nuclei, we must ex-

pect dynamical modifications due to interaction of the constituents
(i.e., the pion and nucleon) with the nuclear medium. In the simplest
approximation, the pion and nucleon propagate in optical potentials
and the nucleon is subject to restrictions imposed by the Pauli prin-
ciple. We consider here only the Pauli blocking effect; that is, we
consider the problem of computing the isobar propagator in a free
Fermi gas:

(8)

where v represents the mNA vertex functions, Go is the free lTNpropa-
gator, and Q prevents the intermediate nucleon from occupying states
in the filled Fermi sea, thereby modifying the self-energy. In fact,
this calculation can be carried out in closed form for simple vertex
functions even with the inclusion of spln;7 here, we just present in
Figure 2 the results for the imaginary part of the forward nN t-matrix
in the medium (of course, this is directly proportional to Im A).
The dot-dash curve is the free space value for a stationary nucleon,
while the dashed curve includes Fermi averaging over the target nucle-
on (kF= 270 MeV/c, corresponding to nuclear matter density). The
solid curve represents the full calculnsion including Pauli blocking.
We see that there is a substantial modification of the amplitude in
the medium, including a “shift of the resonance” towards higher en-
ergy. As emphasized in Reference 1, pion and nucleon interactions
must be included before definite conclusions can be drawn, and this
will be discussed in section V.

In ending this section, we repeat that both kinematical and dy-
namical effecte arising from isobar propagation can be quantitatively
significant and must be incorporated into a reliable theoretical ap-
proach to the pion-rmcleus problem. We now go on to outline same pr-
eliminarycalculations of coherent and incoherent reactions in which
this has been attempted.

IV. T-IGO ELASTIC SCATTERING IN THE A-h FORMALISM

We present here results of a many-body approach to pion elastic
scattering which is very similar in spirit to Tamm-Dancoff calcula-
tions of nuclear excited states; this work, still in an early stage,
is being carried out in collaboration with M. Hirata, J. Koch, and
F. Lenz. Basically, A-hole states are treated as doorway statesa and
a diagonalization is performed to find the eigenstates. This approach
will be useful if, after diagonalization, only a few collective A-h
states carry mcst of the strength in each partial wave.

w
The calcula-

tion ia curried out for 160, treated as a harmonic oscillator closed
shell nucleus, with the inteldediate A state also expanded in a har-
monic oscillator basis.g The approach is summarized diagrammatically
below:

..
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Therefore, the A-h states act as entrance and exit channels for the
pion and the problem is to compute the intermediate A-h propagator.
The first three terms inside the brackets correspond to the free iso-
bar propagator with the Pauli blocking effect; the fc]urthterm corres-
ponds to pion propagation between A-h states (this should be distin-
guished from pion “exchange” in the sense that the pion here is
“real”); the next term accounts for a background potential acting upon
the isobar (e.g., creation and destruction of nuclear p-h pairs would
contribute here); the sixth term represents some additional effective
interaction between A-h states, such as exchange of a p-meson; and
the last term shown is one example of a multi-hole contribution. TO

thfapoint, we have included the first five diagrams, and the connec-
tion to standard multiple scattering theory can be seen by expanding
the A-h propagator:

where the dressed propagator now contains both the Pauli effect and
the effect of the background A potential; this potential is taken to
have the shape of the nuclear density and the strength is treated as
the only free parameter. It is cleer that we have the coherent ap-
proximation to the multiple scattering series, but including effects
beyond those usuifLlv treated in the lowest order optical potential,
such as i~obar propagation (Fermi mot~.on)~binding effects~ and Pauli
restrictions; in addition, other contributions to the A-h interaction

are trivially added.
The next step is to diagonalize the A-h propagator:



where % is the operator creating a A from a nucl~on.1 The results of
the diagqnalization are the complex eigenvalues Ei and the coeffi-
cients C; relating the eigenstates to the original A-h basis states.
With a A background potential of strength roughly (-70- 70i) McV,10
we obtain the total cross section results shown in Figure 3; further-
more, the fit to the differential cross section data is also quite
good and we note that the partial wave decomposition of the nuclear
amplitude is significantly different from that obtained with a stand-
ard optical potential code producing comparable results for the total
cross section.

We would like to discuss the results in some more detail. As an
example, consider the n - 160, JP = 0- sta~e. Truncating the A-space
at 8 hu, we have a 17-dimensional space, and the relative contribu-
tions of the eigenstates to the nuclear amplitudes are listed in
Table 1 for pion kinetic energy 140 MeV. While the pion coupling to
A-h states is distributed over many states, we see from Table 1 that
virtually all the strength is carried by one collective eigenstate
(number 9 in the table), whichwe can characterize as a 0- collective
statell in ‘~oz In Table 2, we list the energy e~.genvaluesfor the
important eigenstates in each partial wave, again (the imaginary parts
of the eigenvalues are fairly energy dependent, while the real parts
increase with pion energy). In the case of the 4- and 5+ states,
more than one eigenstatc contributes appreciably and all the relevant
eigenvalues are given; i.e., the A-h strength is fragmented over a few
states in the hipher partial waves. Note that the imaginary parts of
the eigenvalues are strongly L-dependent, corresponding to a large
broadening in the O- case, and a slight narrowing in the 5+; this of
course points out the importance of having available partial wave de-
composition of the pion-nucleus elastic amplitude. Further theoreti-
cal study will focus upon understanding the dynamical origin of the A
single-particle potential, but the results are already quite encourag-
ing. In particular, several dynamical effects have been included in
the calculation and the dominance of one collective eigenstate in each
partial wave implies both that a simple, theoretically motivated
parametrization of the pion-nucleus amplitude may be possible8 and
that we can consequently learn about A-nucleus dynamics. Furthermore,
having obtained the collective A-h states, several coherent processes
which go via the A can be calculated in a unified way with compara-
tively little additional effort; for example, a calculatifi of the

15N )p reaction is being carried out.high energy y(160, ~s

v. THE A SELF-ENERGY IN NUCLFMR MATTER

Finally, we turn to the questions of the A
matter and of the manner in which we can expect
cations from the free space value. We start by

question.

self-energy in nuclear
to observe the modifi-
addressing che second
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Figure 3. Total and total elastic cross sections foz~
scattering~ Circles connected by the dashed lines

represent the theoretical predictions in the A-h
model.



Table 1. Relatlvc contribution of the eigenstates to the
o-w- 160 amplitude at Tw = 140 NeVm The Ni label
the eimnstates.

n

‘i II ‘i

0.02 - i 0.03

0.00+ i 0.01

0.01 - i 0.00

0.02- i 0.04

0.00+ i 0.00

0.00+1 0.01

7

8

9

10

11

12

‘i “ H ‘i

0.13- io.35 13

0.00+ io.no 14

-0.52 + i 2.81

0.16- iO.2i

~ ;

‘i
0.17 - i 0.12

0.00- i 0.01

O.oo+i 0.00

0.00 - i 0.01

0.00- i 0.00

Table 2. Energy eigcnvalues in NeV of the dominant etgenmodes
in the contributing partial waves at T- = 140 NcV.

,,
~P

o- 1+ 2- 3+ 4- 5+

e~ -39 - 176:L -12 - l18i -13-looi -9-64$ 19- 27i 42 +lli

46 - 22i 45 - 14i

27 +111

In studying the nuclear response to electromagnetic probes, ic
is known that incoherent processes are the best way to learn about
single particle properties in the nucleus. For example, the electron
quasi-elastic cross section yields direct information on the nuclear
Fermi momentum13 and on the effective mass of nucleons in nuclear
matter;14 i.e., this data provides information on the nucleon propa-
gator in the medium. Following this line of reasoning, we propose
that total photoabsorption measurements in the energy regime cilarac-
terized by A excitation may be the best avenue to information on the
A propagator in nuclear matter.15 Furthermore, stiple kinematics
reveals that the low energy side of the quasi-free A excitation peak
will probe only those situations in which the A is nearly at rest
(Le., head-on collisions of photons with energy Ey~250NeV with
nucleons at the Fermi surface). This is a particularly interesting
kinematical condition since we can expect the self-energy modifica-
tions to be greatest for A’s at rest; for example, the Pauli blocking
effects are clearly maximized in this situation. In summary, there-
fore, the total photoabsorption cross section in the region of the
A, the calculation of which is denotedby the diagram below,

[ - ‘“la~@A) = Im Of]

..

offers a fairly direct measurement of the A-propagator in nuclear
matter, and in particular the low energy side singles out isobars of
low momentum. We now present a simple calculation of the modified
self-energy for a A at rest; this work has been performed with F. Lenz
and K. Yazaki, and is still in orogress.



Calculation of the A-propagator
problcm of self- consistcncy, since

in the nuclear medium involves a
the A self-energy involves the

pion propagator in the medium and the pion self-energy in turn in-
volves the A propagator in the mcdiurn:

z~+

-——-- ——— = ---

Here, the double-dashed line represents the pion propagator in the
medium and the slash on the nuclear line denotes Pauli blocking. We
present here only results for a ncminteracting Fermi se~ of nuclecns
(as is done in Refercnccs 13 and 14 for quasi-elasttc nucleon knock-
out). Then solution of the coupled equations includes terms in the
photon polarizaticm propagator such as that shown below:

Note, however, that interference diagrams obtained, for example,by
crossin~ the hole lines are not included. If we adopt the multiple
eigenmode representation for the pion propagator (see Equation 5) and
a Yukawa-like nNA vertex function, then the self-energy in the medium
for a A at rest can be written as

16 The element Ofwhere the eigenmodes p~ are functtons of energy.
self-consistency resides in the fact that the pj ir~turn depend upon
E(E) in a non-trivial way. However, we can start by considering the
simpler case in which the eigenmodes are calculated with the first
order opt5cal potential including isobar propagation. We then find
that tk~re are two important eigenmodes (i.e., those with small imagi- “
nary parts) and their trajectories as a function of energy are 3hown
in Figure 4. As in Section 11.A, the rather weak damping is caused
by a mixing between the pion and A-h eigenmodes. Inserting these
results into Eq. (10), we obtain the imaginary part of the A self-
energy shown in ?igure 5. The significant features here are the

.
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Figure 4. Trajectories of the two most important eigenmodes.
Numbers along the trajectories represent the total
pion energy.
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Figure 5. Imaginary part of t~e A self energy as a function
of pion total energy. Dashed curve is the free
space value, while the dot-dash and solid curves
are the values in the medium,both without and with
the Pauli restriction, respectively. These have been
evaluated at nuclear matter density.



important role played by the Pauli principle at the lower energies,
thestructurc introduced into the self-energy through the eigcnmode
mixing, and the fact that Im X(E) is reduced considerably in the
medium (correspondingcrudely to a narrowing of the resonance). It

must be stressed that these results pertain only to nuclear matter
density and to isobars at rest and that much more is to be done before
any comparison to data would be sensible: nucleon-nucleon correla-
tions, self- consistency, and background terms must be introduced
and the integral over allowed hole momentum must be performed in
evaluating OT(yA). Nevertheless, these results point to the impor-
tance of a detailed theoretical treatment of A self-energy inter-
actions in nuclei.

VI. CONCLUL)INGREMARKS

We have seen that introduction of the isobar degree of freedom
in a many-body approach to the problem of pi.on-nucleusinteractions
provides a unified frame~ork within which both kinematical corrections
to the standartimultiple scattering approach and dynamical modifica-
tions of the elelaentaryamplitudes can be discussed. Further, these
effects are quantitatively important and more refined calculations of
the isobar-n~!.cleardynamics are called for.

*Work supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Adminis-
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